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Gobble Gobble - Turkey
Placemat

Frosty the Snowman
Placemat

Fall is here! Even here in
Texas.
Oh course, the
leaves won’t be changing
for awhile yet.
It just
means it not 100 degrees
anymore.

colors of fall were truly
beautiful, I might actually
feel different.
The fall
colors here tend to be a
little
disappointing
though.

The other day I was thinking about the seasons and
the colors of fall.

Oh course, the thing I
dread the most is my
humming birds leave by
the first or second week in
October. :(

I have to say I am not a fan
of orange. I have very little
orange fabric in my stash.
Yes, I’ve made a few
designs using orange
fabric, but I had to go buy
it before doing the samples.
So, I guess you can figure
out which season is my
least favorite. If I lived
somewhere where the

Snowball the Snowman
Mini Table Runner/
Wall Hanging

Poinsettia Bed Runner

What about Winter? I
don’t like the cold, but I
love Christmas.
I love
pictures of snow. But hope
it stays away from here. I
do love the blues, reds,
greens, and other colors of
Winter.
Spring is my favorite time

of the year. I love the
colors of spring. They
are so vibrant. I feel
alive then! My hummers
come back April 1st! :)
I actually like summer
too. I will wear a sweatshirt until it is 80
degrees outside.
(Yes,
I’m cold natured) I love
the colors then too.
What about you?
Do
your favorite colors reflect
your
favorite
seasons.
What about colors you
don’t like?
Just something to think
about.

What’s New!
I recently added two new
patterns. The first is Trick
or Treat. It is a mini wall
hanging pattern. It only
measures 6½” x 21½” when
completed
The second is Jubilee. It is
a quick and easy Layer
Cake Pattern. You won’t
believe how easy it is to
make all the Half Square
Triangles. (Available
10/3/13)

Trick or Treat -

Jubilee -

Mini Wall Hanging

A Layer Cake Pattern

Happy Quilting!
Are you ready for the
holidays?
Try these great
holiday patterns!
Unique Quilt and Sewing Patterns
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What’s Happening?
September has been busy. I have a
lot going on right now. There have
been a lot of ups and downs here.
My husband lost his job so the belt
has been tightened. I know lots of
other people are going through this
or have in the past. Prayer and
friends are what keep us going.
I have added more fabric this
month. There is one fabric call Midwinter Reds. It is gorgeous!!! You
will love it. It would be a perfect
fabric for one of my French Braid
patterns. Or anything else for that
matter.
I have also added a line of Batiks
called French Lace II. If you love
batiks, I hope you will check them
out.
If you have not been on my website

lately, I also added Wonder Clips.
Have you tried them? I love them!
They are great. I use them when
putting the binding on a quilt. They
work better for me than trying to
use pins which stick me or binding
clips which area pain to use. They
are like mini clothes pins. Check out
the video on my website.

What kind of projects do you have
lined up? Whatever they are, I hope
they turn out perfect. Have a great
month.

I am just starting another wall
hanging pattern. It is a Christmas
holiday pattern. I hope to have it
done next week.

Sharon

One thing about me you probably
don’t know, is I am a huge baseball
fan. As I am writing this, my Texas
Rangers are losing the tiebreaker
game. Oh well, I’m a diehard fan,
see you in April guys. If your team
is still playing, good luck!

If you ever have a question, please
feel free to email me. I love hearing
from you.
Happy Quilting!

